ADVERTISEMENT

Move Into High Gear With
Arbitron Training Just for PDs
If you don’t know what to look for, you
may be missing all that your Arbitron
data can tell you about your audience
and your competition.
Learn to put your ratings data to
work for you with these free training
programs developed specifically for
Program Directors in Diary and PPM
markets.

NOT YOUR AVERAGE QUARTER-HOUR

Minding Your Tweets
and Posts
By Jon Miller

4. Total Market Listening
Comparing your station to the flow of market listening helps
you identify areas of opportunity like in the example below.
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• Programming—How to Break Out a
Book (Diary Markets)
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Source: PPM Metro Data, March-April-May 2012, Persons 18-34

Along with an introduction to the
estimates, you’ll learn what key
concepts to focus on when each book
releases.
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After completing the 35-minute basic
course, you’ll want to take:

Let’s Profile KDDD’s Listeners

•

Programming—Analyzing the
Competition (Diary Markets)

• Female
• 18-44

•

Programming—Analyzing the
Competition (PPM Markets)

• Hispanic
• Plans to buy
pick up truck
• Plans to buy a
smartphone

Learn to dive into the data and use
research to look at your competitive
landscape. We’ll show you which tools
and reports to use and teach you how
to profile a station listener based on
qualitative insights.

• Traveled to
Hawaii and
Mexico
• Bought movie
tickets on the
Internet

To find a course schedule and to
register, visit: arbitrontraining.com
and click on the “Programming” link.
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Arbitron Training for PDs on YouTube
You’ll want to check out the following Arbitron
Training videos that will help you use and
understand your Arbitron software and data.

In addition, the following videos will give you
new insights into the audiences that tune into
the following formats:

•

PD Advantage® Web in 10 Minutes

•

Country

•

PD Advantage Diary in 10 Minutes

•

Spanish Language

•

Pulling Scarborough Data for Programmers

•

Classic Rock

•

Black Radio

•

News Talk

®

You’ll find convenient links to all of these
and other helpful training videos at
arbitrontraining.com.

Keep up with Arbitron on our Facebook® and Twitter® accounts listed below.
facebook.com/ArbitronInc.

PPM®, Portable People MeterTM, PD Advantage®, and
PD Advantage® Web are marks of Arbitron Inc. PRG-13-09028

@ArbProgramming

Recently, Arbitron sent an email to all our
subscribers detailing how it’s possible to run into
problems with rating bias and distortion when
you market your station using social media.
While you may understand the concepts of
rating bias and distortion, Dave Willinski, Senior
Principal Policy Analyst at Arbitron, says many
broadcasters don’t understand the potential
damage they can do to their station’s ratings by
violating our guidelines.
You see, here’s the rub: if panelists or diary
keepers decide to identify themselves publicly,
their entire household will be de-installed from
the panel or their diaries will not be counted. So
if you engage in some sort of prohibited behavior
that causes a big fan of your station to talk about
being a participant in the ratings process, you
could very easily cause their data, which powers
your ratings, to be deleted.

Fighting for ratings is tough enough without
making it any harder.
With that in mind, you might want to consider
revisiting Working With Arbitron’s Copyrighted
Estimates with your air staff, and I mean your
entire air staff. Willinski notes that many times,
problems can stem from part-time talent who
just aren’t informed about our policies, looking
to maximize their limited on-air exposure.
So, when you do review these concepts with
your staff, here are three main messages he
suggests you focus on with regards to social media:
1. If you can’t say it on the air, you can’t say it on
social media. It’s that simple and yes, we are
watching.
2. Personal websites and social media profiles
are not personal if they are open to the public.
Even if they are not affiliated with the station
specifically, but run by a personality, the same
rules apply when it comes to rating bias or
distortion.
3. There is no such thing as joking about the
ratings process. Think of it like those signs
near airport security that say they take jokes
about security seriously. Don’t say something
and then try to claim you were only kidding.
If you need another copy of the Social Media
Dos and Don’ts that we sent out and a refresher
on the subject of rating bias and distortion, go to
www.arbitron.com/guidelines.
Jon Miller is the Director of Programming Services at
Arbitron. Reach him at jon.miller@arbitron.com.

NOT Your Average
Quarter-Hour
You can get your dose of ratings and programming
insights at arbitrontraining.com/programming
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Coming soon
Produced by Jamie O’Neal
C o n taC t:

hear it today on

Jimmy murphy 615.340.6659 jimmy@momentumlabelgroup.com

rOb DaltON 615.331.9631 rob.dalton@newrevolution.us.com

Dan
Mason

Live, Local
& Loving Country

A

s CBS Radio President/CEO, Dan Mason oversees 126
stations in 27 markets, including 12 Country outlets.
Louisville native Mason graduated with a degree in
broadcasting from Eastern Kentucky University and began his
career at Top 40 WKLO/Louisville in 1973. Programming posts
in Atlanta and Washington DC led to being named VP/GM in San
Antonio. He became President of Cook Inlet Radio in 1988 and
joined Westinghouse as President of Group W in 1993, serving at
the helm of CBS Radio from 1995-2002, integrating CBS, Group W,
Infinity and Amercian Radio Systems. After a stint as a consultant,
he returned to CBS Radio’s top post in 2007. He is the NAB’s 2012
National Radio Award winner and a member of the ACM board.
CA: With a career that spans 40 years from programming to top management, what are your broad-stroke thoughts on radio today?
DM: You have to focus on radio as a whole and not just radio in one city. As a
whole, you can see the impact radio has on people and their families all over
the country. When Cedar Rapids went through those terrible floods, you saw the
impact radio had on the people of that city and how much of a support system
radio was. You can see that radio stations have been a part of families for three
generations – people’s parents and grandparents
trusted the same radio stations through the years.
Radio is a medium that still reaches 92 percent of
the population on a weekly basis. There are lots
of stories to tell, and they’re not just about the top
10 markets and not just about New York City or
Nashville – it’s about this entire country.People use radio in many different ways
and to fill a variety of needs. But radio is so much more than music, news, weather
and sports – it’s a companion, it’s a friend. And that’s something that none of the
music services of the world can ever be.

THE INTERVIEW

“

Where this
game is
going is that
everybody
wants
exclusive
content and
no one
produces
more local
exclusive
content than
a radio
station.

”

What’s radio doing right – and what does it need to do better to compete with
all the other devices and distractions in people’s lives?
There have been distractions, as you put it, to radio usage ever since 8-tracks
came out. Then it was cassettes, then CDs, then satellite radio and iPods and now
it’s smart phones. Every technology has been part of the radio dashboard; radio
hasn’t owned dashboard exclusivity for almost 40 years. Listeners spent time with
8-tracks and cassettes, but they didn’t stop listening to the radio. Even Detroit’s
auto manufacturers understand that. They’re on the record saying that AM and
FM radio is still going to be part of the automobile. So, radio plays a big part.
As for what we’re doing right, there are so many great broadcasters that I
admire, in both big and small markets, who still believe in local content. They
still believe in looking for a lost dog. They still believe in putting terrific music
on the air and having disc jockeys be part of the music presentation. There’s still
a lot of great radio out there.
But in the days of 8-tracks, cassettes, CDs etc., radio was extremely focused on content and services. Whether it’s for PPM or other reasons, music stations in particular seem to be more about playing the music and less about other content.
I can understand how you would say that, because there are certainly formats delivered by satellite and technology that allows morning shows and other programs to
be syndicated, but it’s not like that everywhere. Here again, just because we see a sector of the industry doing something, it doesn’t mean the entire industry lives by that.
And, for every syndicated show, I can find one that is doing great local radio.
Are radio operators making a mistake by not being local?
That’s a business decision, and it’s not appropriate for me to comment on another
company’s business plan because I don’t live in their shoes. But there’s no doubt
that as the advertising pot of money gets challenged, each company has to deal with
the ramifications in a way it sees fit. Advertising has become fragmented, too, so one
business plan doesn’t fit all anymore.
What is CBS Radio’s mission statement?
We want to be live and local. We care about our community and want to be involved in
those communities. It’s about love of the product, and CBS Radio is a very product-driven company. When you have people at the top who came from programming, it makes it
easy to do that. Not one day goes by that I don’t listen to at least five of our stations. This
morning I listened to a Boston sports station. I came to work and listened to a Houston
morning show. And I was just listening to Jim Rome on the CBS Sports Network.
Does rising from the programming ranks to upper management affect the way you
approach your job? Is it any different that rising through the sales side?
I’ve had to walk the line a little bit, and I can’t be as inflexible on certain sales
things that I may have been in my younger days – I threw many sales people out of
my office back then. But I’ve learned it’s about balance. There’s a place for great
leaders from sales in our company and there’s a place for great programmers in our
company. But I’ve certainly got one foot in each camp – it’s a balancing act to try to
make it all work.
When push comes to shove, will you still side with your programmers?
That’s pretty funny, and I suppose it depends on what group I’m in front of.
But given our mission statement, I’ll answer that, yes, absolutely.
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How does CBS Radio’s corporate programming team interact locally? Where does
the local market manager fit into the mix when it comes to programming decisions?
Our local market managers have the autonomy to run their businesses. There might
be times when we may not agree with a decision, or believe that a particular market
isn’t acting fast enough on a decision. We have those issues, as any other business
would. But for the most part, the local markets are pretty much autonomous. They
do what they see fit to
run a business.
We’ve found our most
successful clusters are
those where the market
manager is heavily involved with their PDs in directing the product in their market.
Does that mean they pick records? Absolutely not. But, they’re involved in the
planning of research and in overseeing – overseeing, not doing – the implementation
of formatics within the station. And, they’re really a great sounding board for the
PDs. When market managers are heavily involved, the clusters do better than the
ones where they’re not quite as heavily involved.

THE INTERVIEW

Almost all of CBS Radio’s stations are in PPM markets. What’s been the impact of
PPM on radio, and programming, in particular?
With the diary, you can pretty much program a radio station based on people’s
perceptions, because programming in a diary world is all about perception versus
programming in a PPM world, which is about reality. There’s a whole other element, too, that has come as a little bit of a surprise to me. With PPM, there’s a set
of different back roads behind the main highway, so to speak. The main highway
is your ability to put on formats and hope that people listen. But with PPM you
get a whole set of back roads about the nuances of demographic sales in the
market, how they’re measured, what time people are listening, etc. So, there’s a
whole new layer placed over the top that you have to be sensitive to. We spend
a lot of time watching how people use meters. Then we look at the peak times
that people listen during the day. And we try to have always our best foot forward
during that time. We probably didn’t pay that much attention to those types of
things with diaries, so it’s opening up a whole new set of demands. But that’s
good for radio, because it helps us put on a better product. But you gotta go to
school again on these things.
CBS’ announcement that it would spin-off of its billboard division has rekindled
rumors about the radio division being sold. Where does that stand right now?
I don’t believe there’s any change. Les [CBS President/CEO Leslie Moonves] has been
very supportive of our division. He’s talked about how much of an integral part radio
is to the overall company. It’s got a terrific ability to generate cash flow and it’s getting
the credit it always should have gotten from peers and nationally for being a powerful
marketing machine. The general advertising community and those involved in the
advertising community can see that now. We’re making our impact there.
When Mr. Moonves was asked about performance royalties at the NAB last September, he said, “The idea we need to pay them to put music on our radio stations is
absurd.” I assume that CBS Radio’s stance on that subject hasn’t changed since then?
No. We continue to follow the NAB [position]. We believe that we provide a lot of
promotion and that we help artists, whether it’s Country, Rock or any other form
of music. We believe that there shouldn’t be performance royalties, because we
believe we provide value.
What is CBS Radio’s position on FM chips in smart phones?
We believe it would help because it would be another distribution point for radio.
A chip makes it a lot easier to pick up a radio station since you don’t have to go
through the buffering process of an internet page. We’re all for consumers being
able to use their telephone as a radio.
Air Product:
Mason at
WKLO/Louisville

What role does streaming play in CBS Radio’s business model?
We haven’t built a business on the back of streaming and most likely won’t. We
have radio.com, which we view as a promotional tool that augments what our radio
stations do. From a digital standpoint, our strategy is called “CBS Local.” We have
apps that combine radio and TV intellectual property, which we use as more of a
local play. We also have a terrific, free app called “CBS Your Day.”
How do you view satellite radio, Pandora, Spotify and their counterparts?
Pandora is a personalized music service; it’s not radio. It’s just another technology in
the car. You would never think of an 8-track, cassette, or CD as radio, would you? Pandora is another music service that augments your car or home, or wherever. Radio
stations are companions, they’re friends. There’s an old saying, which I repeated at
the NAB in Dallas, “To have a friend, you have to be a friend.” That carries through
to radio, too. To have a big audience, you have to be a friend to a lot of listeners. And
you do that through companionship and what comes out of the speakers.
What is Country radio’s role in CBS Radio’s overall strategic radio plan?
I’m always looking for opportunities to expand the Country format within CBS
Radio. We’re pretty much at capacity right now, but we really like the format. It’s a
big part of the company, and, with our ACM involvement, it’s a big part of CBS.
Cumulus launched a New York City Country station in February with its Nash FM.
Did CBS Radio ever give any serious considerations to putting on a Country station
in New York City?
Yes, we just never had the opportunity. It didn’t work out for us because we had
some other priorities. But Cumulus came in and took advantage of that and it
appears that they’re off to a decent start. If they do well it really helps the entire
country music industry. It’s one of those things where all boats rise together. I’m
kind of happy for them that they’re doing that and wish them well.
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With your experience and knowledge of New York, what do you think the ratings
and revenue potential are for a NYC Country station?
If I had to make a prediction, I’d say it’s a good, solid two share. And, if it’s a two
share of overall listening, it ought to be a minimum of a two share of the revenue
in the New York market. Maybe more – most Country stations index a little higher.
When you woke up the day they went Country, did you just kind of go “dang?”
Yeah, sorta. I’d be lying if I didn’t admit that.
You’ve been involved in a number of formats during your career, but you’ve always
had a little soft spot for Country. I’ve heard you tell the story about personally
signing on WUSN in Chicago.
I did. I pushed the button to play the first country song on WUSN. I’ll never forget
that moment. WUSN was Beautiful Music back then. I let a Barbra Streisand song
run out completely, and MD Nikki Courtney and I counted to 10 -- there was all
that dead air -- and then I pressed the green button on the cart machine to play
Don William’s “Lord, I Hope This Day is Good.” And WUSN was born. That was
early 1982. And it’s great to have it back as part of CBS Radio.
What are your thoughts on what seems to be a recent trend at CBS Radio of hiring
Top 40 programmers with little or no Country experience as Country PDs?
Top 40 PDs have a really good command of mechanics on how to deliver a format.

“

”

I pushed the button to play the
first country song on WUSN.
I’ll never forget that moment.

That’s not to say they are better at it than PDs from other formats. But I do have an
appreciation for Top 40 PDs and how they mechanically deliver a product. They do
a good job partly because the competition in that format over the years has been so
intense, it’s like they’re really battle-scarred. So you can certainly be successful with Top
40 PD with no Country experience, as long as you have people on the music side in the
radio station who understand the product, which we do in every one of our stations.

You and a number of top CBS market managers and programmers came to Nashville a couple months ago, threw a party and met with labels and managers. What
impressions of both Country and Nashville did you come away with?
I can answer that two ways: personally and professionally. Personally, I wondered
why in the world didn’t I do this a long time ago? It’s totally comfortable for me
because, being from Louisville, I look at myself as part of that culture, too. It’s been
fun hanging out and being part of it. I saw some old friends down there, like Eddie
Mascolo, who was at RCA when I was in Atlanta radio 30 years ago. And I found
out Clarence Spalding and I grew up near one another, and even frequented some
of the same watering holes when we were in college. I was asking myself why it took
me 30 years to find that out. I’ve had long relationships with people on that side of
the business. All we have in this business is relationships that we make. They go a
long way in how you do business. And, I’ve met a lot of new people that I’ve never
gotten to interact with in my career, so it’s been fun. But I also look back and think
I missed a lot of opportunities to do business with Nashville. Who knows what we
might have done?
Professionally, I was really excited because I knew we had so much to offer.
This was the first time that we could gather up our country assets, put them in a
big basket and offer them up as a platform. Not necessarily that we were going
to do the old “chain ad” kind of thing – that’s not where we were coming from.
It is all about being able to come up with a program to take artists and records
and promote them collectively to the more than eight million cume that we
have. Labels told us they wanted something turn-key and simple that had a
lot of quick impact. So that’s what we came back with. Nashville was a great
experience for us and we’ll continue to nurture those relationships and we’ll
continue to have those meetings.
What are the elements of the programs you’ve launched in the last couple of months?
The overall program is Amplify, and it includes Impact, Launch and Artist HookUps. When one of the biggest names in music is ready to unveil their latest project,
CBS Radio listeners hear about it through our Impact program. Extensive on-air
promotion starts in the days leading up to the song or album debut, and a dedicated
section on station websites highlight the artist and offer an array of editorial features.
Launch targets rising stars chosen by CBS Radio’s programming team. On-air
programming highlights clips from their latest release. We also develop an extensive online companion with artist-specific pages, multi-media content and links to
purchase music.
The Artist Hook-Ups aren’t ordinary radio station events. These are once in
a lifetime, money-can’t-buy experiences. Things like front row access, intimate
settings, and unusual destinations. So far, we’ve had listeners race a car with Brad
Paisley and go to ACM rehearsals with Blake Shelton.
In a very short time we’ve also partnered with labels for projects with The Band
Perry, Kenny Chesney, Lady Antebellum, George Strait and Thompson Square,
with another four or five times that number coming. That can make an impact
when put in front of eight million listeners. That can sell some music. And none
of this existed a year ago; it’s still in its infant stage. Imagine what we’ll be able to
do as we get better at this.
CBS Radio took great pride in its role in helping April’s ACM Awards show make
huge gains, helping beat the CMA Awards ratings for the first time in 28 years. You
marshaled CBS Radio, CBS Interactive, the CBS Television Network and CBS-TV
stations to work together to get that done.
There’s a lot of collaboration at CBS and I give our boss, Les Moonves, credit for
that. He demands that of the division and has been a master at putting those pieces
together like that. There are many moving parts at CBS, but he is the catalyst for
us all to work together, which I think we do much better than any other network.
When all those things work in sync, it’s a powerful marketing machine.
While CBS has strengthened its ties with the ACM, the relationship between CBS
and CMA has been strained, to say the least, the last couple of years. Will we see
any thawing of that Cold War in the near or distant future?
We’ve made a conscious decision to align our company with the ACM.
Is radio’s future similar to the evolution of TV? Will there be thousands of audio
channels with origins unknown, but it doesn’t matter because it’s all about content?
I don’t think so. Some might believe that, and who knows, there might be a place
in the universe for that type of a business model. But it’s nothing that interests me.
So, are you bullish on the future of radio?
I’m bullish on radio content. We don’t know exactly which roads technology will
take us down, but there will always be a place for great local content that is built on
serving the communities and for companionship with listeners. Where this game
is going is that everybody wants exclusive content and no one produces more local
exclusive content than a radio station.
CAC
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COMING SOON
With 1150 Country format affiliates, Cumulus IS YOUR Country Headquarters.
For more info and affililation opportunities, contact
Bryan Switzer | bryan.switzer@cumulus.com | 615.838.0809
Donny Walker | donny.walker@cumulus.com | 623.206.2502

